2010 passat wagon review

I bought my VW Passat 2. I did not buy it from a VW dealership, but did my homework and saw
that all maintenance was consistent and up to date. It rode nice and and was okay for comfort
and the body and engine looked to be in good shape. Within 3 months, I noticed a coolant leak. I
took it to a VW mechanic not the dealership who told me the auxiliary water pump casing had
cracked. There are two water pumps on this vehicle and both are plastic. About 2 weeks later, I
have another coolant leak. The mechanic told me he has been seeing this problem with all VW
TSI engines from the years - The problem, as he can figure, is that there is a seal between the
pump and the block. The design VW has makes sure a piece of this seal is sticking up. When oil
contacts this seal, it swells causing the water pump casing to crack. That was his thoughts,
though I'm not convinced it isn't just oil hitting the plastic that causes it to embrittle and fail. So
now I have replaced both water pumps and think I'm good to go. Not so. About two months
later, I have another coolant leak and it is, again, the main water pump casing that cracked. This
looked to be caused by a little oil that was slopped during an oil change. That's all it took and
I'm repairing this car, again. At this point I posted it for sale online because I see it is a dog. No
takers for a couple months and then, you guessed it, another coolant leak. I had the car in for
the , mile maintenance a week before and the mechanic inspected the water pumps and
everything was good. So I take it back to him and yes, the water pump failed again. This time the
source of the oil that caused the leak was a failed PCV valve. During the aforementioned
maintenance, this was checked and found to be working fine. It was not part of the
maintenance, but my mechanic checks a lot more just to verify common failures are monitored.
In this case, the PCV valve, which coincidentally is another cheap plastic part, failed causing the
interior pressure of the engine to build, blowing out pretty much every seal on the engine. Oil
sprays out, coats the water pump, and the water pump casing splits, again. Needless to say, it is
now being offered for sale as a parts car. VW has been contacted throughout this period and,
not surprisingly, has not responded. My feeling is that VW talks a good story about customer
care and loyalty, but they really don't want to hear about problems, they just want you to pay to
fix them, over and over. This feeling isn't just that they ignored my complaints, but go to their
website. Try and find a place where you can actually lodge a complaint. It doesn't exist. There is
a link for feedback, but it is really geared around feedback for their website, not for their
products. You can eventually dig around long enough to get someone that will tell you to email
your complaints to vwcustomercare vw. Do yourselves a favor I looked at several used cars
before buying this. I paid about k less for my passat. I know I gave up some performace but
couldn't justify the extra for a little more pep as the speed limit is still This car does cruise at 80
plus very smoothly though and dtill has some power left. I did go with the Passat with the
ground effects and this really makes a huge difference on the look of the car. Put the same
model side by side and it looks completely different from the more stock Passat. It wasn't really
on my list until I found one. My second VW had a W8 wagon last has given no problems. The
ESP allows a little four wheel drift fun when seriously provoked but always feels completely in
control. Normally driven by my wife with three kids seats in the back it runs around town but
still overtakes most anything on the open road in less than m. I bought this car new at the end
of its production run. It has 38k now. My previous car was a Passat. This Passat is bigger and
more luxurious than the old design. It is quiet, smooth riding and powerful. It is commanding on
the highway. Great for my long legs. Sorry they left off the automatic window closing feature.
The quirk is the electronic transmission. It clunks and lurches into first gear. I hated it for a long
time. But I love everything else so much that I have come to accept this weird behavior. Mileage
is 31 to 33mpg on the highway. Transmission feels european if you like that. I plan to stay with
the car a long time. Bought a brand new car. DSG transmission never worked properly, car was
jerking and leaping forward after complete stop. Owned it for 7 years. In the first month, VW
dealership replaced the clutch, mechatronic unit, transmission, auto-hold button, antenna
module. After warranty expired, I had to replace break pump, some valves, coolant pump, tires,
and fuel pump, rear shock absorbers, and mechatronic unit again. Front sway bar needs
replacement. Car was maintained and service per manufacturer recommendation and has driven
less than 15, miles per year. Has awful acceleration, that is a big delay at lower speed. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Passat. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Performance Interior Comfort Reliability Value. Items per page:. Write a review See all Passats
for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Passat. Sign Up. My second VW had a W8 wagon last has
given no problems. The ESP allows a little four wheel drift fun when seriously provoked but
always feels completely in control. Normally driven by my wife with three kids seats in the back
it runs around town but still overtakes most anything on the open road in less than m. The rest
of the car is great, but the way the transmission works drives me crazy and ruins the whole
experience. It's potentially a very dangerous issue if it decides to act up when pulling out into

traffic. Great build and quality with exceptional gas mileage, within first 3, miles have miles trip
with best result of 30 mpg. Power is exceptional for a 4 cylinder and turbo, interior is very quiet
and ride quality little too soft in my own opinion, highway speed the steering response turns to
ultra sensitive - "great feel". Quality made with incredible savings on gasoline usage but calls
for premium fuel. Wagon is versatile with great looks; adequate amount of room for hauling with
family of 4. Fuel pump failed in miles. According to VW website, with Navigation option, park
distance control is included. Mine came without, when questioned dealer he would look into it.
Result was you bought it. Called VW customer care and they say buyer beware. They point me
to terms and conditions and read liberally they can lie and you have no recourse. Car is not built
according to website. Buyer beware. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Passat. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons towing. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Passats for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Passat. Sign Up. Though it only comes in
turbocharged four-cylinder form, the Volkswagen Passat is a compelling proposition for those
who prefer sophisticated road manners and an upscale cabin to V6 vigor. For most of its
production run, the Volkswagen Passat has served as a pricier alternative to mainstream family
sedans like the Honda Accord and Toyota Camry. We've generally been fond of this niche
approach, noting that the Passat's combination of a premium design, upscale features and
strong engines usually proved to be worth the extra dough. Last year, however, VW started
tinkering with the Passat formula. As such, some features were removed, including a formerly
optional V6 engine and all-wheel drive, which could now be specified only on the CC. However,
the Passat retained its traditional elevated pricing, going head-to-head with fancy V6-powered
versions of rival sedans. This approach hasn't been particularly successful with consumers -sales numbers for the Passat pretty much dropped off a cliff during In its favor, the Volkswagen
Passat receives some interesting tweaks, chief among them the replacement of the old
conventional automatic transmission with VW's excellent DSG dual-clutch automated manual, a
first for the family sedan segment. It still competes for customers with more potent V6-powered
sedans, but there are numerous points in the Passat's favor. On the road, the autobahn-bred
suspension hits an enviable trifecta of reassuring handling, a supple ride and utter composure
at elevated cruising speeds. The interior is arguably the finest in this segment, boasting
high-quality materials and a classy look. The new DSG transmission is a revelation, handily
topping rivals with its quick yet smooth shifts. Another feather in the Passat's cap is the fact
that there's a wagon version available, a rarity in this SUV-happy era. Yes, the Passat's engine is
down a few cylinders, but that's not really an issue in light of its peppy turbocharged
performance, relaxed highway manner and respectable fuel economy. While we recommend
checking out other top sedans like the Ford Fusion, Mazda 6, Nissan Altima and Subaru Legacy
and the Legacy Outback and Toyota Venza as alternatives to the wagon , as well as the similar
CC if you don't need maximum passenger and cargo space, the Passat still has enough virtues
to warrant serious consideration. It's a bit pricey, but this VW is a good example of getting what
you pay for. The Volkswagen Passat is available as a midsize sedan or wagon. Both body styles
come in Komfort trim only. Standard equipment on the sedan includes inch alloy wheels, heated
windshield washer nozzles, foglights, a sunroof, air-conditioning, a leather-wrapped
multifunction steering wheel, leatherette vinyl upholstery, a power driver seat, heated front
seats, Bluetooth and an eight-speaker sound system with an in-dash six-CD changer, an
auxiliary audio jack and satellite radio. The wagon features all of the sedan's standard
equipment and adds chrome roof rails. Options include inch alloy wheels, a variety of exterior
appearance packages sedan only , an iPod adapter replaces the standard aux jack and a
hard-drive-based touchscreen navigation system with a USB port, an iPod interface and 20GB
available for digital music storage. The front-wheel-drive Volkswagen Passat is equipped with a
2. Based on previous testing of a Passat with the conventional automatic, we expect the model
to run from zero to 60 mph in the midsecond range. This is a bit slower than V6-powered rivals
but still plenty quick for most buyers, particularly with the engine's abundance of low-end
torque. Fuel economy is quite good given the Passat's peppy performance. Antilock disc
brakes, stability control, anti-whiplash front head restraints, front-seat side airbags and
full-length head curtain airbags are all standard on the Passat, while rear-seat side airbags are
optional. In National Highway Traffic Safety Administration crash tests, the Volkswagen Passat
earned four stars out of five for its protection of front occupants in head-on collisions.
Side-impact tests resulted in five stars for protection of front passengers and four for those in
the rear. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety rated the Passat as "Good" the best rating
possible in its frontal-offset and side-impact crash tests. Although the Volkswagen Passat is
tuned for comfort, its well-sorted chassis imbues it with a confident feel. The steering is light
but precise. Thanks to its German bloodlines, the Passat feels unflappable at higher velocities.

The turbo-4 provides more than adequate power under most circumstances, and it sounds
good, too. Our only real complaint is the somewhat intrusive road noise. The VW Passat's
comfortable and upscale cabin is one of its high points. Fit and finish is superb, and there's a
feeling of precision to all the controls. Interior materials quality is first-rate -- the Passat is more
akin to entry-level luxury sedans than family sedans in this regard. Even the leatherette vinyl
upholstery looks and feels better than many cars' cow-sourced upholstery. Trunk capacity
stands at The wagon has Available styles include Komfort 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Passat. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease
specials Check out Volkswagen Passat lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Elevated road noise, costs as
much as V6-powered competitors, no V6 option, missing some common options. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. It
also gets a new multifunction steering wheel, a new radio, standard Bluetooth connectivity and
optional inch wheels. Read more. Write a review See all 38 reviews. I bought my VW Passat 2. I
did not buy it from a VW dealership, but did my homework and saw that all maintenance was
consistent and up to date. It rode nice and and was okay for comfort and the body and engine
looked to be in good shape. Within 3 months, I noticed a coolant leak. I took it to a VW mechanic
not the dealership who told me the auxiliary water pump casing had cracked. There are two
water pumps on this vehicle and both are plastic. About 2 weeks later, I have another coolant
leak. The mechanic told me he has been seeing this problem with all VW TSI engines from the
years - The problem, as he can figure, is that there is a seal between the pump and the block.
The design VW has makes sure a piece of this seal is sticking up. When oil contacts this seal, it
swells causing the water pump casing to crack. That was his thoughts, though I'm not
convinced it isn't just oil hitting the plastic that causes it to embrittle and fail. So now I have
replaced both water pumps and think I'm good to go. Not so. About two months later, I have
another coolant leak and it is, again, the main water pump casing that cracked. This looked to
be caused by a little oil that was slopped during an oil change. That's all it took and I'm
repairing this car, again. At this point I posted it for sale online because I see it is a dog. No
takers for a couple months and then, you guessed it, another coolant leak. I had the car in for
the , mile maintenance a week before and the mechanic inspected the water pumps and
everything was good. So I take it back to him and yes, the water pump failed again. This time the
source of the oil that caused the leak was a failed PCV valve. During the aforementioned
maintenance, this was checked and found to be working fine. It was not part of the
maintenance, but my mechanic checks a lot more just to verify common failures are monitored.
In this case, the PCV valve, which coincidentally is another cheap plastic part, failed causing the
interior pressure of the engine to build, blowing out pretty much every seal on the engine. Oil
sprays out, coats the water pump, and the water pump casing splits, again. Needless to say, it is
now being offered for sale as a parts car. VW has been contacted throughout this period and,
not surprisingly, has not responded. My feeling is that VW talks a good story about customer
care and loyalty, but they really don't want to hear about problems, they just want you to pay to
fix them, over and over. This feeling isn't just that they ignored my complaints, but go to their
website. Try and find a place where you can actually lodge a complaint. It doesn't exist. There is
a link for feedback, but it is really geared around feedback for their website, not for their
products. You can eventually dig around long enough to get someone that will tell you to email
your complaints to vwcustomercare vw. Do yourselves a favor Read less. I looked at several
used cars before buying this. I paid about k less for my passat. I know I gave up some
performace but couldn't justify the extra for a little more pep as the speed limit is still This car
does cruise at 80 plus very smoothly though and dtill has some power left. I did go with the
Passat with the ground effects and this really makes a huge difference on the look of the car.
Put the same model side by side and it looks completely different from the more stock Passat. It
wasn't really on my list until I found one. My second VW had a W8 wagon last has given no
problems. The ESP allows a little four wheel drift fun when seriously provoked but always feels

completely in control. Normally driven by my wife with three kids seats in the back it runs
around town but still overtakes most anything on the open road in less than m. I bought this car
new at the end of its production run. It has 38k now. My previous car was a Passat. This Passat
is bigger and more luxurious than the old design. It is quiet, smooth riding and powerful. It is
commanding on the highway. Great for my long legs. Sorry they left off the automatic window
closing feature. The quirk is the electronic transmission. It clunks and lurches into first gear. I
hated it for a long time. But I love everything else so much that I have come to accept this weird
behavior. Mileage is 31 to 33mpg on the highway. Transmission feels european if you like that. I
plan to stay with the car a long time. See all 38 reviews of the Used Volkswagen Passat. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3
average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Passat. Sign Up. Though it only
comes in turbocharged four-cylinder form, the Volkswagen Passat is a compelling proposition
for those who prefer sophisticated road manners and an upscale cabin to V6 vigor. For most of
its production run, the Volkswagen Passat has served as a pricier alternative to mainstream
family sedans like the Honda Accord and Toyota Camry. We've generally been fond of this niche
approach, noting that the Passat's combination of a premium design, upscale features and
strong engines usually proved to be worth the extra dough. Last year, however, VW started
tinkering with the Passat formula. As such, some features were removed, including a formerly
optional V6 engine and all-wheel drive, which could now be specified only on the CC. However,
the Passat retained its traditional elevated pricing, going head-to-head with fancy V6-powered
versions of rival sedans. This approach hasn't been particularly successful with consumers -sales numbers for the Passat pretty much dropped off a cliff during In its favor, the Volkswagen
Passat receives some interesting tweaks, chief among them the replacement of the old
conventional automatic transmission with VW's excellent DSG dual-clutch automated manual, a
first for the family sedan segment. It still competes for customers with more potent V6-powered
sedans, but there are numerous points in the Passat's favor. On the road, the autobahn-bred
suspension hits an enviable trifecta of reassuring handling, a supple ride and utter composure
at elevated cruising speeds. The interior is arguably the finest in this segment, boasting
high-quality materials and a classy look. The new DSG transmission is a revelation, handily
topping rivals with its quick yet smooth shifts. Another feather in the Passat's cap is the fact
that there's a wagon version available, a rarity in this SUV-happy era. Yes, the Passat's engine is
down a few cylinders, but that's not really an issue in light of its peppy turbocharged
performance, relaxed highway manner and respectable fuel economy. While we recommend
checking out other top sedans like the Ford Fusion, Mazda 6, Nissan Altima and Subaru Legacy
and the Legacy Outback and Toyota Venza as alternatives to the wagon , as well as the similar
CC if you don't need maximum passenger and cargo space, the Passat still has enough virtues
to warrant serious consideration. It's a bit pricey, but this VW is a good example of getting what
you pay for. The Volkswagen Passat is available as a midsize sedan or wagon. Both body styles
come in Komfort trim only. Standard equipment on the sedan includes inch alloy wheels, heated
windshield washer nozzles, foglights, a sunroof, air-conditioning, a leather-wrapped
multifunction steering wheel, leatherette vinyl upholstery, a power driver seat, heated front
seats, Bluetooth and an eight-speaker sound system with an in-dash six-CD changer, an
auxiliary audio jack and satellite radio. The wagon features all of the sedan's standard
equipment and adds chrome roof rails. Options include inch alloy wheels, a variety of exterior
appearance packages sedan only , an iPod adapter replaces the standard aux jack and a
hard-drive-based touchscreen navigation system with a USB port, an iPod interface and 20GB
available for digital music storage. The front-wheel-drive Volkswagen Passat is equipped with a
2. Based on previous testing of a Passat with the conventional automatic, we expect the model
to run from zero to 60 mph in the midsecond range. This is a bit slower than V6-powered rivals
but still plenty quick for most buyers, particularly with the engine's abundance of low-end
torque. Fuel economy is quite good given the Passat's peppy performance. Antilock disc
brakes, stability control, anti-whiplash front head restraints, front-seat side airbags and
full-length head curtain airbags are all standard on the Passat, while rear-seat side airbags are
optional. In National Highway Traffic Safety Administration crash tests, the Volkswagen Passat
earned four stars out of five for its protection of front occupants in head-on collisions.
Side-impact tests resulted in five stars for protection of front passengers and four for those in
the rear. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety rated the Passat as "Good" the best rating
possible in its frontal-offset and side-impact crash tests. Although the Volkswagen Passat is
tuned for comfort, its well-sorted chassis imbues it with a confident feel. The steering is light
but precise. Thanks to its German bloodlines, the Passat feels unflappable at higher velocities.
The turbo-4 provides more than adequate power under most circumstances, and it sounds

good, too. Our only real complaint is the somewhat intrusive road noise. The VW Passat's
comfortable and upscale cabin is one of its high points. Fit and finish is superb, and there's a
feeling of precision to all the controls. Interior materials quality is first-rate -- the Passat is more
akin to entry-level luxury sedans than family sedans in this regard. Even the leatherette vinyl
upholstery looks and feels better than many cars' cow-sourced upholstery. Trunk capacity
stands at The wagon has Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Passat Wagon. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen
Passat lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Elevated road noise, costs as much as
V6-powered competitors, no V6 option, missing some common options. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Passat for sale near you. See Pricing.
Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. It also gets a new multifunction steering wheel, a new radio, standard
Bluetooth connectivity and optional inch wheels. Read more. Write a review See all 38 reviews.
My second VW had a W8 wagon last has given no problems. The ESP allows a little four wheel
drift fun when seriously provoked but always feels completely in control. Normally driven by my
wife with three kids seats in the back it runs around town but still overtakes most anything on
the open road in less than m. Read less. VW Service is outstanding. Only issue is the wheels
have corrosion from the winter salt. The rest of the car is great, but the way the transmission
works drives me crazy and ruins the whole experience. It's potentially a very dangerous issue if
it decides to act up when pulling out into traffic. Great build and quality with exceptional gas
mileage, within first 3, miles have miles trip with best result of 30 mpg. Power is exceptional for
a 4 cylinder and turbo, interior is very quiet and ride quality little too soft in my own opinion,
highway speed the steering response turns to ultra sensitive - "great feel". Quality made with
incredible savings on gasoline usage but calls for premium fuel. Wagon is versatile with great
looks; adequate amount of room for hauling with family of 4. See all 38 reviews of the Used
Volkswagen Passat Wagon. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result
No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People
who viewed this also viewed 3 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the
Passat. Sign Up. Bought in with 64k miles. Comfortable, not sporty but has more than enough
power. Timing chain was replaced before failure, other than that no major issues. Gets great
mileage and has decent tech for its age. Purchased this vehicle in when it was 5 years old with
30k miles. I didn't have many complaints besides it being bad in snow but that was to be
expected. In it decided not to start anymore. The timing chain broke. I had it towed to a
Volkswagen dealer who told me this was an issue with this particular year and model. They
volkswagen would pay part of it and I had to pay the rest even though it was an issue with the
way it was made by the company. The dealership wouldn't give me a rental because I did not
purchase the car there and it took them 4 months to finish my car due to the overwhelming
amount of passats which I noticed seemed to all be silver sedans they had to replace timing
chains on. My car is now at 91k miles. It sounds a bit rough but is still running decent. I guess
my complaint is more about Volkswagen and less about my passat. No problems, everything
works perfectly, very economical and easy to clean, easy to drive and control and it has enough
space. The color is beautiful it is black and we got it with a good price. The gas is not expensive
and we can save money using economic car like that. I love my car but I frequently have engine
troubles including coolant leaks, ignition troubles, electronic malfunctions, water sensor
malfunctions, and electronic emergency parking brake errors. It is a comfortable car, though,
and has all of the bells and whistles I like. It is fast too. My first real car that I bought that wasn't
a hand me down or a junket. Had no problems with it so far, engine - brakes - nothing. Love this
car though, comfy, spacious, smooth, and haven't had any problems yet and I am at It is really
comfort I like this vehicle. Comfort seats and insides. Conditioner is working really good. But
the problem is I spend a lot of money on this vehicle. It does not have the Bluetooth or any
other features to connect your phone to listen music or something else. Great car very

comfortable with lots of space. Have had it for almost 2 years and no major issues so far. The
sound system is great and the Bluetooth never does not work. The backup camera is also good
however the car does not have any sensors which makes it a little difficult to know how close
you are to other cars or objects. My car is awesome because it has lots of trunk space and
seating area. It runs great on gas. Parts to fix the car are expensive. The car looks nice on the
exterior and is new. I find that my rear light go out a lot but are an easy fix since my model is
older. Great car well built, handles week great center of gravity. Repairs are costly, beware of
the rusting around wheel hubs. Takes premium gas. My white Volkswagen passat squeaks now
But it is strong and it made it to Florida and back within 5 days from Connecticut. It has pretty
good gas mileage and comfortable seats and it will last you a really long time if you actually
take care of it. The radio is not that modern but it drives smooth. The car is very low and on the
smaller side, which can make it hard to be seen by bigger vehicles. The leather seats clean
easily, but they get very warm because they are black. The back windows do not roll all the way
down, handy for children. Reliable used car. Very comfortable and has turbo so it gets up and
goes. Love the automatic all windows and digital information. The turbo is great for getting on
qd and off the highway in a busy city. Good gas mileage. Sunroof is great. Very responsive
steering. Easy to drive. Doors will not lock while key is inside of car. Heated mirrors. Voice
command. I loved the car, but this years engine has had problems with the water pump and the
timing chain. Otherwise I love this vehicle! The interior has lasted forever. Everything has
stayed in perfect working condition for me and I have k miles on it. The turbo is also a fun
feature. Volkswagen makes very high performing vehicles. The maintenance on them because
of this is more expensive, and any repairs will be very spendy. Other than that if it is your
everyday driver and you travel only a short distance they have little issues. But I put 70, miles
on in 3 years and I started having to replace more, wheel bearings, springs, router, breaks, seals
etc. The car has not had many problems even as it has aged. The wheels bearings went out at ,
miles and that was the only major repair I have made during the ten year I have owners the car.
It is a very spendy car maintenance wise any preventative oil changes, brakes etc. The car
handles really well with the weight and low center of gravity it can make its way through a few
inches of snow with ease. Does not however should not be stored outside. With age I have
noticed that it starts harder when it is below freezing outside, it will also have warning lights
come on when you first turn it on but they will go out after awhile. This only happens when
temps are below freezing. Love my car. I have , on my car with hardly any major issues. The car
drives great and has had no major issues since I purchased the car. The car is fully loaded with
heated seats sat radio leather sunroof and navigation. I have the oil changed ever 6, miles. The
car itself is very comfortable. The main issues I have with my car is after the lease, the parts
become very expensive to buy. Maintenance is easy but would wish that Volkswagen offered
longer warranty. The metal brakes are great but wish they would not squeak often. My silver
Volkswagen Passat looks great, runs smooth, included leather seats, is also provided with seat
warmers and does well on gas. Unfortunately, parts of my foreign car are expensive, along with
tons of maintenance required. The car has died on me twice in the last year months, which
makes me question what's really under the hood. With that being said, the car is not as reliable
as I would like it to be. However, I do enjoy driving my Volkswagen Passat. If I have problem the
computer will tell me what it need. If you see any orange light come on pay attention!! Take care
of your car. This is an elite vehicle as most German engineering is. As long as you get the
scheduled maintenance you should have no probs. Now we bought it used by with low mileage
It was already driven 8 yrs when we got it. Most of its life it was in the garage or under a carport.
We have neither but it's old enough now and still not faded. It is a turbo engine, only 4 cylinders
but a lot of torque! Clock spring is broken and needs a recall, car overall is a great car. Gets
good mileage and good for long trips. Does have airbag issues which I'm not sure how common
that is. Comfort Wise the car is great, it has an in dash touch screen Bluetooth and phone, all
black leather. Very comfy and roomy on the inside. Headlights are very difficult to change on it
and parts can be expensive. It is reliable, and easy maintenance car, it has space and saves on
gas, the car rides smoothly and feels light. Easy to clean, oil changes are easy to do anywhere.
Overall the car is real nice and comfortable. I would recommend this car to others. It is also
good if you have kids, spacey for everyone, love the backup cameras the most. Parts can
expensive but they last. Cheap parts break quicker. Can't replace parts yourself unless you
know how to work on German made cars. The computer sensor in the tires is off so tires are
lower than what it should be. And can only be taken to Volkswagen car dealership. Nice and
roomy, easy to transport my dog and bikes. It's not very fun to drive though. I love how well our
car fits our family of four. Car seats are a little snug against front seats when rear-facing but the
hatchback is large and can fit a double stroller, as well as suitcases, toys, etc. If I could change
anything, I wish that repairs weren't so expensive and that it was easier to find a traditional

mechanic who could work on it rather than just the dealership. Change Year. Owner Reviews
See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Fi
2016 nissan sentra brochure
ebay 1970 challenger
ottawa yard truck wiring diagram
lter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance
Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Komfort Sedan. Komfort Wagon.
Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Logan B wrote
on December 2, Nicole Smith wrote on November 9, Miguel N wrote on November 6, Benjamin W
wrote on October 11, Zack S wrote on October 2, Dariy C wrote on September 26, Katie G wrote
on September 20, Kay R wrote on September 17, Jay S wrote on September 17, Daphne T wrote
on August 21, Eva S wrote on July 27, Kristina H wrote on July 24, Isabella C wrote on July 16,
Kressa B wrote on July 16, Kressa B wrote on July 15, James T wrote on July 4, Jasmine L
wrote on December 27, Louis M wrote on December 26, Apple wrote on November 7, John H
wrote on September 19, Sarah D wrote on September 19, Barbie A wrote on September 19,
Shelby L wrote on July 15, Liam B wrote on April 20, Julie K wrote on November 22, Continue to
Overview.

